Jeanette David-Ball
Owner at Ministry of the Interior (Decorating and Pre-Sale Makeovers) and SpeedStyling (Wardrobe
Stylist)
Newcastle Area, Australia, NSW, AU
Owner, SpeedStyling (wardrobe stylist) & Ministry of the Interior (decorating)

Biography
ARE YOU LEADER OF THE PACK OR JUST FOLLOWING SUIT?
What does your personal presentation AND office presentation say about you? Did you know that the longer
you present as a struggling business person, the longer the struggle?
I have been a colour and style nut for as long as I can remember. I am the only stylist in the Hunter who
combines expertise in colour, image and interiors. And in these days of quick fixes, instant decisions, and
unending competitors perhaps you need me to help you stand out from the crowd. Build your own brand with
individual personal style, backed up by an office decor as unique as you are. Your business is all about YOU why not make it unforgettable and full of impact!
I AM A QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED Colour and Image Consultant, and Decorator. I also have had
formal training in teaching, adult education (including Cert IV TAA), small business management and human
resources. Experience includes recruitment and selection; corporate training; developing and delivering
programs; childbirth education; occupational rehabilitation; personal colour and style consultations; wardrobe
consultations; personal shopping; home makeovers; colour schemes for home and business; new home
selections and retail. Creator of the SpeedStyling Perfect 10 (tm) - 'the instant guide for fashion that is perfect
for YOU'.

Availability
Keynote, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Corporate Training

Industry Expertise
Home Furnishing, Women, Apparel/Accessories

Areas of Expertise
Personal Styling, Property Styling, Personal Shopping, Group Training

Affiliations
Member Association of Image Consultants International

Sample Talks

Be Yourself - Everyone Else is Taken
Woody Allen once said that 80% of success is showing up. And although this seems ridiculously simple, in
terms of image it is bang on! In this global economy, your source of uniqueness and strength is YOU - who you
are in your very essence. Showing up as YOU, with all you have to offer the world, entails connecting with
your true self and choosing elements (colour, style, cut, fabric, accessories, hairstyle etc) that delight you and
uniquely express YOU. Be all you can be - starting today!

Event Appearances
Usually I'm Thin and Gorgeous - But It's My Day Off
Samaritan's Winter Appeal Launch
In The Pink On The Green - the Surprising Power of Colour
Chicks With Sticks - corporate golf day for women

Education
International Style Academy
Personal Image Consulting for Women
University of Wollongong
Education
The Interior Design Academy
Diploma of Interior Design
International Style Academy
Personal Image Consulting for Men

Testimonials
Pat Miller
I wanted to let you know how much I appreciated your presentation on Tuesday.
You delivered exactly what I was looking for, and for that I thank you. The women were all very pleased with
the information you gave and your enthusiastic approach.
Lisa Presbury
Thank you so much for the workshop on Friday – the feedback from the team over lunch was incredibly
positive! They all agreed that they would have liked more time and to have learnt even more (and that’s a great
outcome).
We have agreed that our next level down (Supervisors) would get a great buzz out of this session too. Thanks
again Jeanette – that was exactly what I wanted for the team and the feedback was very positive.

Michelle Faithfull
Just wanted to say thanks again for supporting the Chicks with Sticks golf day and ultimately the Westpac
Rescue Helicopter Service. Lots of positive feedback about your talk too! Hopefully you’ll get some new
business from it!
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